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1. Pre-requisites  

The Course requires the following students’ competencies and knowledge: 

 Basic computer science principles and skills 

 Basics in data analysis 

 Basics in enterprise architecture 

2. Course Type  

Big Data Systems Development and Implementation is an compulsory course for first year 

master students enrolled on the program “Big Data Systems”.  

3. Abstract 

Big data Systems address needs for structured and unstructured data across a wide spectrum 

of domains such as Web, social networks, enterprise, cloud, mobile, sensor networks, 

multimedia/streaming, and cyber physical and high performance systems. 

The course is focused on the relevant architecture of Big Data Systems, their building, 

implementation and management. 

The course emphasizes the skills and knowledge to identify and communicate business 

system needs, to develop right Big Data system architecture and software/hardware 

infrastructure and implement it into organizations to improve business performance and get 

profit from available data. The course contains an overview and case studies of contemporary 

Big Data systems and highlights the areas of greatest potential application of the technology. 

4. Learning Objectives  

The general goal of the course is to teach graduates to reveal main business system needs in 

an organization, understand present data layouts, identify information systems and their operated 

data, perform research of data transfers between data storages, acquire knowledge of data 

amounts needed by information systems to provide effective reaching of main business goals, 

propose data rearrangement methodic, develop Big Data system architecture and corresponding 

software and hardware layers. Graduates will also gain knowledge on how to get the Big Data 

system to work in an organization, learn the essential steps needed to be performed to organize 



data according to Big Data approach. Graduates will also acquire skills necessary to Big Data 

system management during its operation and further development. 

Thus, aims of the course are: 

 To teach students to understand the connections between organization's business goals 

and data possessed by the organization.  

 To present the variety of modern corporate information systems' types and their 

properties regarding operations with data, data necessity and impact to reaching main 

business goal. 

 To provide students with the knowledge of Big Data paradigm and the present the 

concept of Big Data approach. 

 To introduce to the students the main principles for real-time data systems and Big Data 

platforms. 

 To help students develop skills of designing and managing Big Data systems. 

5. Learning Outcomes  

The course develops the following competencies: 

Student should estimate and analyze different known scientific methods and approaches in 

terms of data collection, storage and processing. 

Student should be capable to make managerial decisions, to assess their consequences and to 

bear responsibility for the outcomes.  

These indicated and contributed during the preparation of explanation and analysis of the 

particular area for data collection, storage and processing, particular market and business-model.   

Students should identify and make prognoses about modern approaches on increasing 

business efficiency. 

Students should identify and chose optimal solutions for improving it-infrastructure and 

business architecture of the company after implementation relevant big data collection, storage 

and processing processes.  

Public presentation of the proposed and developed methods, approaches and architectures 

during the course time and analytical essay (referat) will indicate the level of efficiency of the 

students work. 

6. Course Plan 

1. Information Technology in organizations 

2. The knowledge-based view of the corporate system 

3. Types of information systems 

4. Big Data Platforms 

5. Typical Big Data system architecture and Big Data instruments  



6. Storage techniques. Databases 

7. Hadoop Distributed File System 

8. Hadoop essentials 

9. Hadoop ecosystem 

10. Architecture principles for realtime Big Data systems 

11. Big Data Systems implementation 

12. Management of Big Data Systems 

13. Essay 

14. Home task 1 

15. Home task 2 

16. Final exam 

7. Reading List 

Required 

 Mayer-Schonberger V. Big data : a revolution that will transform how we live, work and 

think John Murray,2013 

 Minelli M., Big data, big analytics : emerging business intelligence and analytic trends 

for today's businesses John Wiley & Sons, 2013 

 Avison D. E. Information systems development : methodologies, techniques and tools 

McGraw-Hill, 1997 

 Yang J. Information systems: modeling, development, and integration : third 

International United Information Systems Conference UNISCON 2009, Sydney, 

Australia, April 21-24, 2009: proceedings Springer, 2009 

Optional 

 Nathan Marz, James Warren. Principles and best practices of scalable realtime data 

systems. MEAP Began, 2012 

 Viktor Mayer-Schonberger, Kenneth Cukier.  Big Data. A Revolution That Will 

Transform How We Live, Work, and Think. Eamon Dolan/Houghton Mifflin Harcourt; 1 

edition, 2013 

 Tom White. Hadoop: The Definitive Guide. O'Reilly Media; 3 edition, 2012 

 EMC Educational services. Information Storage and Management: Storing, Managing, 

and Protecting Digital Information in Classic, Virtualized, and Cloud Environments. 

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.; 2 edition, 2012 

 Eric Sammer. Hadoop Operations. O'Reilly Media Inc.; 2012 

 Viktor Mayer-Schonberger, Kenneth. CukierBig Data: A Revolution That Will 

Transform How We Live, Work and Think. John Murray (Publishers), 2013 

http://www.amazon.com/Tom-White/e/B0034PCQ8C/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Viktor%20Mayer-Schonberger&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/Kenneth-Cukier/e/B00C47ZFSY/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_2


8. Grading System  

The course uses the following method of grading. 

Final score consists of: 

• score for the first home task – О1;  

• score for essay (referat) – О2;  

• score for the second home task – О3;  

• final exam score – О4.  

Final score O is calculated as follows:  

О=0,2*О1+0,2*О2+0,2*О3+0,4*О4.  

Number of credits: 5. 

9. Guidelines for Knowledge Assessment 

Essay (referat) expects from the students to explain and analyze in 10-15 pages particular 

topic from the course as business prospective. 

Home tasks requires preparation of technical documentation concerning recently presented 

data-arrangement and usage methodic, Big Data systems modeling, system architecture design, 

etc.  

10. Methods of Instruction 

Practical tasks for this course are designed for developing and in-depth study of analysis 

techniques for Big Data, as well as implementation and installation of Big Data systems. It is 

planned to use free software for language R, as well as the software package IBM InfoSphere for 

workshops and homeworks. 

The structure of the practical tasks includes three blocks that should be performed during the 

study course: 

R and implementation of Hadoop algorithms 

In this unit students are encouraged to study the implementation of effective analysis 

techniques (clustering, forecasting, decomposition, data bootstrapping, etc..), data mining and 

visualization of Big Data in the R development environment using the R language packages 

(pbdR, rhdfs, rmr and etc.), as well as advances of Hadoop. 

 Installation of systems of Big Data analysis 

In this unit students are encouraged to study the processes of deployment of Big Data 

systems (Hadoop / IBM Infosphere) in the enterprise using an example of the computer center. 

Essay 

This unit involves writing an essay on the topic «Handling Big Data in an Organization» and 

offers to think on the subject of the use of Big Data analysis techniques for the enterprise, as well 



as the opportunity to apply their skills of working with Big Data for an illustrative example 

during the course. 

11. Special Equipment and Software Support (if required) 

Lectures require an internet-connected PC and a projector. Practice sessions are carried out in 

computer-equipped classes. Each student should be provided with an individual PC with the 

necessary software installed (see previous section). 


